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characteristic observables when direct 
observations of extrasolar planets 
become feasible, with future facilities 
RTBG�@R�SGD�$�$+3�

3GD�CDS@HKDC�RBHDMSHjB�OQNFQ@LLD�NE�SGD�
meeting is available at http://www.arcetri.

astro.it/elba2008/�3GD�RBHDMSHjB�RBNOD�
ranged from the detection of the tenuous 
sodium atmospheres of Mercury and  
our Moon to the bio-signatures of extra-
RNK@Q�OK@MDSR�3GD�OQNBDDCHMFR�VHKK� 
be published in a special edition of Earth, 

Moon and Planets, with a target publica-
SHNM�C@SD�HM�SGD�jQRS�G@KE�NE�����

(M�SGD�BNMEDQDMBD�RTLL@QX��OQNUHCDC�AX�
Hermann Boehnhard, the following main 
conclusions were reached and agreed:

�  Even the most advanced and sophisti-
cated space missions that provide for  
in situ data need the complement of 
remote sensing data to place the obser-
U@SHNMR�HM�SGDHQ�VHCDQ�RBHDMSHjB�BNMSDWS

�  The Solar System inventory is far from 
complete and there is a strong need for 
LNQD�RTQUDXR�%NQ�SGD�E@HMSDRS�NAIDBSR�@�
RDQDMCHOHSNTR�NBBTKS@SHNM�LNCD��DF��

involving telescope acquisition cameras) 
RGNVR�FQD@S�OQNLHRD

�  For the inventory of asteroid and come-
tary nuclei, systematic statistical stud-
ies of shapes, sizes, albedos and rota-
tion will depend critically on ground- 
based telescopes as well as the James 
6DAA�2O@BD�SDKDRBNOD��)623��3GD�
same conclusion holds for the study of 
SGDHQ�RTQE@BD�BGDLHRSQX

l��/@Q@CHFL�BG@MFHMF�NARDQU@SHNMR�B@M��
ENQ�DW@LOKD��AD�DWODBSDC�HM�SGD�jDKC�  
NE�OK@MDS@QX�@SLNROGDQDR�"TQQDMSKX�SGD�
long-term stability of planetary atmos-
pheres against erosion by solar UV 
Q@CH@SHNM�@MC�O@QSHBKD�kTW�HR�MNS�TMCDQ -
stood; high resolution spectral and  
spatial observations may provide for 
fundamentally improved insights into 
SGD�QDKDU@MS�OQNBDRRDR

l��(M�NQCDQ�SN�@BGHDUD�@�RXMSGDRHR�ADSVDDM�
the observations and theory of extra-
solar protoplanetary discs and our 
Solar System, more mineralogical data 
�DF��LHC�HMEQ@QDC�KNV�QDRNKTSHNM� 
spectroscopy) for primitive bodies in 
NTQ�2NK@Q�2XRSDL�@QD�L@MC@SNQX

�  European astronomers will be in the 
front seat for these research pro-
FQ@LLDR��SG@MJR�SN�O@QSHBHO@SHNM�HM�
ALMA and the instrumentation suite 
under study for the E-ELT (D�Odorico  
DS�@K��������%NQ�2NK@Q�2XRSDL�RSTCHDR��
SGD�,$3(2�HMRSQTLDMS��,HC�HMEQ@QDC�
(L@FDQ�@MC�2ODBSQNFQ@OG�VHSG� C@OSHUD�
.OSHBR��@MC�$/("2��SGD�/K@MDS�(L@FDQ�
and Spectrograph with extreme adap-
SHUD�NOSHBR��@QD�LNRS�QDKDU@MS�

(M�@�ROKHMSDQ�RDRRHNM��RNLD����O@QSHBHO@MSR�
@KRN�BNMUDMDC�SN�ENQL�SGD�JDQMDK�NE�@�
VNQJHMF�FQNTO�SN�BNLOKDLDMS�SGD�2BHDMBD�
Case of the E-ELT with a special Solar 
2XRSDL�RDBSHNM�%NKKNV�TO�@BSHUHSHDR�NE�SGHR�
group are being planned soon1�
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1  Anyone wishing to join this group can contact 
either of the authors by e-mail: GTJ@Tl�DRNNQ g or 
tozzi@arcetri.astro.it
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A workshop on Simulations for ALMA 

was held on 8�10 September 2008  

at IRAM. About 40 participants from 

Europe, North America and Japan 

attended, and discussed many aspects 

of ALMA imaging: topics included 

GHWDLOHG�VFLHQWL:F�VLPXODWLRQV�RI�DVWUR -

nomical observations together with 

more technical simulations of instru-

mental and atmospheric effects and the 

strategies for their correction. The 

workshop web page contains the pres-

entations made at the meeting and  

is available from http://www.mrao.cam.

ac.uk.

Construction of the Atacama Large  
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) in 
MNQSGDQM�"GHKD�HR�OQNBDDCHMF�Q@OHCKX� 
The majority of the hardware design is 

complete, and in many cases full produc-
SHNM�HR�TMCDQV@X�$KDUDM�@MSDMM@R�G@UD�
already been delivered to the mid-level 
site, the Operations Support Facility 
�.2%���MD@Q�2@M�/DCQN�CD� S@B@L@�6HSG�
interferometric fringes expected next 
year, now is a good time to revisit in detail 
the plans for ALMA data analysis to en -
sure that ALMA scientists have the  
necessary tools both to develop their sci-
DMSHjB�NARDQUHMF�OQNFQ@LLDR�VHSG� +, �
and produce the best possible datasets 
ENQ�RBHDMSHjB�@M@KXRHR

$WSDMRHUD�VNQJ�HR�ADHMF�CNMD�HM�L@MX�  
of the ALMA partner countries to develop 
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SGD�RNESV@QD�QDPTHQDC�ENQ�C@S@�S@JHMF��
C@S@�@M@KXRHR�@MC�RHLTK@SHNM�(M�SGD�
@ARDMBD�NE�@�VNQJHMF� +, �HMSDQEDQNL -
eter, simulations play an important role  
in understanding how to optimise ALMA�s 
ODQENQL@MBD�%NQ�DW@LOKD��RHLTK@SHNMR�
allow us to quantify the effects of errors 
caused by the atmosphere, by pointing 
DQQNQR�NQ�@MSDMM@�RTQE@BD�DQQNQR�3GDX�
also help us develop techniques for  
B@KHAQ@SHMF�@MC�HL@FHMF� +, �C@S@�(M�
addition, the realistic simulation of  
models of astrophysical objects � for 
example protoplanetary discs and  
high redshift galaxies � allows the scien-
SHjB�BNLLTMHSX�SN�CDUDKNO�NARDQUHMF� 
OQNFQ@LLDR�ENQ� +, 

ALMA is an interferometer with many 
TMHPTD�ED@STQDR�(SR����@MSDMM@R�BNLD�HM�
two sizes, 12 m or 7 m in diameter,  
and can be moved to any of the 200-plus 
O@CR�NM�"G@IM@MSNQ�3GDX�VNQJ�@S�UDQX�
high frequencies, so that the primary 
beams are imperfect, and the atmospheric 
OG@RD�DQQNQR�@QD�K@QFD�/NHMSHMF�DQQNQR�
B@TRDC��ENQ�DW@LOKD��AX�VHMC�RG@JD�B@M�
AD�RHFMHjB@MS�@S�SHLDR� R�DWODBSDC��  
a great deal of effort has gone into simu-
lations, especially in the early design 
years of the project, to ensure that the 
SDBGMHB@K�RODBHjB@SHNMR�NE� +, �@QD�
good enough to meet the ambitious sci-
DMSHjB�FN@KR

3GD�ENBTR�ENQ�SGHR�XD@Q�R�VNQJRGNO��GDKC�
@S�SGD�GD@CPT@QSDQR�NE�SGD�(MRSHSTS�CD�
1@CHN� RSQNMNLHD�,HKKHL!SQHPTD��(1 ,�� 
HM�&QDMNAKD�V@R�SN�AQHMF�SNFDSGDQ�@KK�SGD�
CHEEDQDMS�FQNTOR�VNQKCVHCD�VNQJHMF�NM�
different aspects of ALMA simulation 
software, to assess recent progress and 
GDKO�OK@M�ETSTQD�RNESV@QD�CDUDKNOLDMSR�
The meeting was generously supported 
AX�1@CHNMDS�@MC�AX�(1 ,�

%NTQ�NE�SGD�L@INQ�O@BJ@FDR�TRDC�ENQ�
ALMA simulations were presented at  
SGD�LDDSHMF�3GD�" 2 �RHLTK@SNQ�ENQ�
ALMA (almasimmos) was presented by  
1�(MCDADSNTV�NE�-1 .�3GD�RHLTK@SHNM�
B@O@AHKHSHDR�NE�&(+# 2�VDQD�OQDRDMSDC� 
AX�%�&TDSG�NE�(1 ,�%�5H@KKDENMC�NE�
LERMA presented the simulator that he 
has been designing in collaboration  
VHSG�)�/@QCN��@MC�,�6QHFGS�NE�!DQJDKDX�
presented the simulation capabilities of 
SGD�,(1( #�O@BJ@FD

.E�SGD�ENTQ��SGD�O@BJ@FD�LNRS�S@QFDSDC�
toward non-expert users is almasimmos, 
which also has the advantage of being a 
O@QS�NE�SGD�NEjBH@K� +, �NEkHMD�C@S@�
QDCTBSHNM�SNNK��" 2 �� �R@LOKD�RBQDDM -
shot of almasimmos output is shown  
in Figure 1, illustrating the simulation of a 
LNR@HB� +, �NARDQU@SHNM�(M�BNLLNM�
with CASA, almasimmos is still under 

active development and in a beta-testing 
RS@FD�NMKX�6HSG�SGHR� caveat it is, however, 
available for use and testing by the  
entire community as part of the CASA 
beta release, which may be downloaded 
at http://casa.nrao.edu

Also in the session on simulators, there 
VDQD�OQDRDMS@SHNMR�AX� �1HBG@QCR� 
from the University of Manchester on 
integration of simulations with the Virtual 
.ARDQU@SNQX��5.��@MC�AX�1�+TB@R�EQNL�
SGD�)NHMS� +, �.EjBD��VGN�OQDRDMSDC�
the ALMA Shared Simulator, which is 
designed to simulate the detailed online 
NODQ@SHNM�NE� +, �@R�@�RXRSDL

(M�SGD�RDRRHNM�NM�RBHDMBD�RHLTK@SHNMR�� 
2�3@J@JTV@�NE� 2(  �OQDRDMSDC�RHLTK@ -
tions of low mass star-forming regions 
and debris discs, illustrating the improve-
LDMS�HM�HL@FHMF�jCDKHSX�OQNUHCDC�AX� 
SGD� +, �"NLO@BS� QQ@X�� " ��,�6X@SS�
from the University of Cambridge  
presented exciting simulations based on 
physical models of debris discs as 
NARDQUDC�VHSG� +, �@S�GHFG�QDRNKTSHNM�
$�U@M�*@LODM�NE�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE� 
(MMRAQTBJ�OQDRDMSDC�K@QFD�RB@KD�F@K@WX�
formation simulations and discussed  
SGDHQ�QDKDU@MBD�SN� +, �NARDQU@SHNMR�(�
Heywood from the University of Oxford 
also presented large-scale semi-empirical 
simulations designed primarily for the 
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Figure 1. An example diagnostic  
output produced by almasimmos (the 
CASA simulator for ALMA) for a mosaic 
ALMA observation in one of the com - 
O@BS�BNMjFTQ@SHNMR�@S�SGD�EQDPTDMBX�NE�
����&'Y
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Square Kilometer Array (SKA), but in -
cluding both mm-wavelength spectral 
KHMDR�@MC�Q@CHN�BNMSHMTTL

6D�@KRN�G@C�@�RDRRHNM�NM�@KFNQHSGLR� 
and the use of simulations to optimise 
SGDRD�,�6QHFGS�CHRBTRRDC�SGD�CDFQ@C@ -
SHNM�HM�HL@FD�jCDKHSX�CTD�SN�CDUH@SHNMR� 
of antenna primary beams from their 
canonical shape and on the technique to 
correct this effect by deconvolution of  
SGD�LD@RTQDC�OQHL@QX�AD@L�RG@OD�-�
1NCQHFTDY�%DQM@MCDY�EQNL�(1 ,�OQD -
RDMSDC�SGD�OQNFQDRR�NE�SGD�VNQJ�ADHMF�
CNMD�TMCDQ�$4�%Q@LDVNQJ�/QNFQ@LLD���
�%/���SN�CDUDKNO�NM�SGD�kX�HMSDQEDQNLDSQHB�
NARDQU@SHNMR�ENQ� +, �3GD�RTAIDBS�NE�
combining interferometric and single dish 
C@S@�V@R�@M@KXRDC�AX�8�*TQNMN�EQNL� 
SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NJXN�@MC�GD�OQDRDMSDC�

simulations based on data from the 
Nobeyama Millimetre Array and the 45 m 
RHMFKD�CHRG�SDKDRBNOD�+@RSKX��!�-HJNKHB�
OQDRDMSDC�RNLD�VNQJ�CNMD�TMCDQ�%/��@S�
the University of Cambridge on simula-
tions of atmospheric phase errors and 
their correction by a combination of fast-
RVHSBGHMF�@MC�V@SDQ�U@ONTQ�Q@CHNLDSQX

3GD�jM@K�RDRRHNM�@S�SGD�VNQJRGNO�V@R�NM�
SGD�BNMjFTQ@SHNMR�NE� +, �@MC�SGD�
impact of having 50 rather than 64 anten-
M@R�HM�SGD�L@HM�@QQ@X�,�'NKC@V@X��ENQ -
merly at NRAO, and now running Kalimba 
Magic) discussed the effects of the 
antenna number reduction on calibration 
techniques (and also gave an impromptu 
J@KHLA@�ODQENQL@MBD��1�1DHC�NE�-1 .�
then presented his investigation of 

proposed improvements to ALMA�s inter-
LDCH@SD�BNMjFTQ@SHNMR��SGNRD�VHSG�A@RD -
KHMDR�@ANTS��l���JL�HM�KDMFSG��3GHR�V@R�  
followed by an open discussion on the 
RBHDMSHjB�HLO@BS�NE�SGD�RTFFDRSDC�BNMjF -
TQ@SHNM�BG@MFDR

-N�OQNBDDCHMFR�NE�SGD�VNQJRGNO�VHKK�AD�
published, but all of the presentations are 
available at http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk

+HMJR

6NQJRGNO�VDAO@FD��  
 http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~bn204/almasim08/

CASA beta release:  
 http://casa.nrao.edu/betarelease.shtml

6NQJRGNO�OQDRDMS@SHNMR�� 
  http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~bn204/almasim08/

presentations2008.html
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400 Years of Astronomical Telescopes

GDKC�@S�$23$"��-NNQCVHIJ��SGD�-DSGDQK@MCR�����2DOSDLADQl��.BSNADQ�����

Report on the Conference

Bernhard Brandl

Remko Stuik

Leiden Observatory, the Netherlands

Four hundred years ago, on 25 Septem-
ADQ�������SGD�#TSBG�KDMR�L@JDQ�'@MR�
Lipperhey from Middelburg traveled  
to The Hague to apply for a patent for his 
HMUDMSHNM��SGD�fROXFK@RRt�3GD�"NLL@MCDQ�
HM�"GHDE�NE�SGD�#TSBG�@QLDC�ENQBDR��/QHMBD�
,@TQHBD�NE�-@RR@T��V@R�PTHSD�HLOQDRRDC�
However, since the instrument could be 
easily copied, Lipperhey was not granted 
SGD�O@SDMS�-DUDQSGDKDRR��GD�V@R�FDMDQ -
ously rewarded and two more copies  
NE�GHR�HMUDMSHNM�VDQD�NQCDQDC�+HOODQGDX�R�
spyglass constitutes the basis for the 
CDUDKNOLDMS�NE�@RSQNMNLHB@K�SDKDRBNODR

To celebrate this event and the resulting 
developments, Leiden Observatory, in 
cooperation with ESTEC, recently organ-
ised an international meeting entitled 
f����8D@QR�NE� RSQNMNLHB@K�3DKDRBNODRt�

3GD�LDDSHMF�SNNJ�OK@BD�EQNL����2DOSDL -
ber�2 October 2008 at the ESTEC con-
EDQDMBD�BDMSQD�

The goal of the meeting was to present a 
comprehensive coverage of the history, 
science and technology of 400 years  
of astronomical telescopes in a wider 
RDMRD��OQNUHCDC�DWBKTRHUDKX�@R�QDUHDV�S@KJR�
AX�HMUHSDC�ROD@JDQR� KSGNTFG�SGD�BK@RRH -
cal telescope was an optical instrument, 
the topics covered the entire electromag-
MDSHB�RODBSQTL�3GD�@TCHDMBD�NE�@ANTS�
����O@QSHBHO@MSR���VGN�VDQD�MNSHBD@AKX�
more senior than at most topical science 
LDDSHMFR���HMBKTCDC�L@MX�JDX�OK@XDQR�  
in the creation of the current generation of 
SDKDRBNODR��RDD�%HFTQD����,@MX�NE�SGDL�
contributed their own memories and per-
spectives to the meeting, frequently lead-
ing to very interesting coffee and dinner 
S@AKD�CHRBTRRHNMR�

The meeting started with the historical 
development of optical telescopes, from 
SGD�ADFHMMHMFR�HM�,HCCDKATQF�UH@�&@KHKDH��

Newton, Herschel and Lord Rosse to the 
great refractors of the 19th century,  
@MC�SGD�AHF�QDkDBSNQR�NE�SGD���SG�BDMSTQX�
After a review of optical astronomical 
instruments the focus shifted to longer 
wavelengths, covering the history of infra-
QDC�@MC�Q@CHN�SDKDRBNODR

The second day was � apart from an 
intermezzo on solar telescopes � dedi-
cated to non-optical telescopes,  
EQNL�1HBB@QCN�&H@BBNMH�R�S@KJ�NM�7�Q@X�
telescopes to reviews of gamma-ray  
and imaging TeV telescopes and neutrino 
CDSDBSNQR�,HRBDKK@MDNTR�@RODBSR��KHJD�
the history of astronomical discoveries, 
the improvement of astrometric accuracy, 
the capabilities of amateur telescopes, 
and the history of the Hubble Space Tele-
RBNOD�AX�1NADQS�.�#DKK��ENKKNVDC�3GD�
second day was concluded by Reinhard 
&DMYDK�R�S@KJ��HKKTRSQ@SHMF�SGD�EDDCA@BJ�
between technological developments and 
RBHDMSHjB�CHRBNUDQHDR�QDK@SHMF�SN�SGD�
&@K@BSHB�"DMSQD


